**Child Find**

- Child Find Awareness/Outreach
- CHRIS Database
- Child Development Indicators
- Early Childhood Developmental Screenings, Coordination, Resources
- Early Childhood Development

**Technical Assistance**

- Child Find Service Coordination
- Early Learning Coalitions
- Interagency Collaboration
- Part C to B Facilitation, Resources, Professional Development
- Pre-K ESE Coordination and Meeting/Support
- Support BDI Implementation

---

**Parent Services**

- Active Parenting
- ABCs of ESE for Parents
- Assistive Technology Tools
- Behavior Management for the Home
- Coordination/Support for Local Parent Conferences/Events
- Creating Family Friendly Schools
- Facilitated IEPs
- Navigating the IEP Process
- Parental Consent: Access Points
- Parental Involvement in Education
- Prior Written Notice

**Technical Assistance**

- Resources for Parent Access to LRP Publications Procedural Safeguards
- Understanding the Matrix and ESE Funding
- What to Consider with Assistive Technology
- Support to Parent Liaisons
- Variety of Workshops for Parent Groups and Conferences
- Parent Webinars
- Resources on Disabilities

---

**Human Resource Development**

- Access to the General Curriculum
- Accommodations/Modifications
- Algebraic Thinking and Mathematics Strategies
- Assessment
- Developmentally Appropriate Practices
- Classroom Management
- Strategies for Behavior Management
- Collaborative/Co-Teaching Model
- Differentiated Instruction
- Disability Awareness
- Explicit Instruction
- Florida Standards and ACCESS Points

**Technical Assistance**

- IDEA Implementation
- Instructional Strategies
- Instructional Modalities/Learning Styles
- Least Restrictive Environment
- Matrix of Services
- Measurable Annual Goals
- Positive Behavior Supports
- Quality IEPs and Facilitated IEPs
- Small Group Planning and Problem-Solving Process (SCPPS) Facilitation
- Strategic Instruction Model (Content Enhancement, Learning Strategies)

- Support for FDOE Reading and STEM Initiatives
- The Responsive Classroom: Universally Designed and Differentiated
- Universal Design for Learning
- What Works for Elementary/Middle/HS

- Classroom Observations and Demonstrations
- Professional Learning Communities
- Best Practices in Working with Students with Disabilities
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Technology  
- Accommodations/Modifications  
- Assistive Technology  
- Augmentative Communication  
- Computer Access and Online Testing Accommodations  
- Instructional Technology  

Professional Development  
- Universal Design for Learning  
- Virtual Worlds  
- Visual Strategies and Communication  

Technical Assistance  
- LATS and RLATS Support and Collaboration  
- Classroom Technology Coaching  
- NIMAS/Florida  
- Teacher Tools and Resources  
- Technology Tools, Resources, and Strategies to Support Content Areas at the Elementary and Secondary Levels

PARENTS

Are you interested in having your child screened?  We have FDLRS Child Find Specialist located in 18 centers around Florida ready to help. Child Find assists parents and schools in the early identification of children who are at risk of developing special or unique needs and who are not being served in a public school. Child Find's target age group is birth through 21 years, but primary emphasis is placed on children birth to 5 years of age. You can find the contact information for your local center by visiting fdlrs.org/child-find.

Are you the parent of a child who is exceptional and/or has special needs? Are you looking for more information on what services may be available? We have FDLRS Parent Services Specialist located in 18 centers around Florida ready to help. Parent Services provides information, training, and support to districts and families, in order to promote effective parent participation in the education of children who are exceptional and/or have special needs. You can find the contact information for your local center by visiting fdlrs.org/parent-services.

EDUCATORS

Are you looking for quality professional learning opportunities? FDLRS provides a variety of ways to earn inservice points. Free online professional learning is available through the BESE Portal to Professional Development Alternatives (PDA). This portal offers a variety of online courses for Florida educators that will increase their ability to respond to the needs of students with disabilities. Facilitated and Independent Study Course descriptions and registration information is available at fl-pda.org.

We also offer face-to-face professional development through our 18 centers located around Florida. You can find the contact information for your local center by visiting fdlrs.org/find-a-center.

Are you looking for new strategies to help your students succeed? FDLRS coordinates Florida’s Strategic Instruction Model (SIM) Initiative developed by the University of Kansas for Research on Learning. SIM is about promoting effective teaching and learning of critical content in schools through two components: Learning Strategies and Content Enhancement Routines. To learn more about SIM strategies and routines and to locate a SIM professional developer in your area, please visit fdlrs.org/about/educators/sim.